Electronic Database Search
MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, PsycInfo, Cochrane CENTRAL, and ISI Web of Science.
Performed in November 2009 and September 2010

1523 articles
Abstracts screened for primary eligibility criteria by five reviewers

323 articles
Full articles screened by two reviewers for secondary eligibility criteria

39 articles
Information abstraction performed by AN using custom data form created in DistillerSR.
Independent cross-check of abstraction data by JBM.

Primary Eligibility Criteria
- Randomized control trial
- Primary article

Secondary Eligibility Criteria
- Research-based consent process

Review: 54 interventions
Meta-Analysis: 22 articles
Meta-analysis performed by MHM

Articles from Flory and Emanuel, 2004 not captured in search are manually added